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"These men will try anything": How a launchpad for young leaders enabled Dominic Foppoli and a culture of sexual violence. A new Chronicle investigation found that Active 20-30's philanthropic mission has long been overshadowed by partying, binge drinking and a culture that normalized sexual violence against its own members.

This $138 Hoover carpet cleaner will get every grit-crusted pawprint out of your carpet. Hoover Smart Wash PET Complete Automatic Carpet Washer - $138, was $299, Walmart. This Hoover makes it super-easy to clean the carpets too — there's no mixing, heavy pushing, or trigger involved. Gift

Letters: Just put a sign on JFK Drive that says, "Restricted to the young and fit"; The de Young could fund free, accessible parking for
anyone who needs it. Kudos to Heather Knight and The Chronicle for speaking truth to power and holding the de Young accountable.  

Kennedy Drive in Golden

Sharks surrender 6 opening-period goals in 8-5 loss to red-hot Penguins

(AP Photo/Gene J.

Review: Documentary tells of J. Edgar Hoover’s effort to discredit Martin Luther King Jr.  

Edgar Hoover’s attempts to discredit and humiliate the Rev. Edgar Hoover was considered an American hero.  

Why I’m not renewing my membership to S.F.’s de Young Museum  

The de Young’s loading dock on JFK Drive remains fully accessible for museum business. In 2019, before the pandemic closure of museums, the de
Young took in $68 million. And I'll put the money saved

**Review: de Young's Jules Tavernier exhibition includes perspective of the Pomo people he painted**

Pomo basketry is on display in the “Jules Tavernier and the Elem Pomo” exhibition at the de Young Museum. A year later, he was working with the Met and de Young on including Native American history in

**What the de Young Museum needs to recover from the COVID pandemic**

Why the de Young needs JFK open By Thomas P. As both the city's and de Young's operations slowly return to normal, the San Francisco Board of Supervisors will decide the future of the road.

**J.D. J. D. Morris By J. D.**
2021’s best books for young adults Five recent young adult books &mdash; among the best of 2021 &mdash; prove the point and remind us of our cutting-edge mind-set here on the edge of the continent. This 2021 National Book Award winner for Young

Listen: Neil Young and Crazy Horse release songs from a barn, and Snoop Dogg curates West Coast rap royalty
Then in September, it was Young’s &ldquo;Carnegie Hall 1970&rdquo; release that marked the first in the &ldquo;Neil Young Official Bootleg Series&rdquo; of unearthed live recordings. The 10 tracks feature the whole

S.F. native Simon Rex sheds hunky goofball role, turns serious actor in &lsquo;Red Rocket&rsquo; Review: Bay Area star Simon Rex, former MTV VJ and porn actor, plays a former porn actor in &lsquo;Red Rocket&rsquo; Simon Rex
and Suzanna Son in “Red Rocket.” Young ‘90s audiences swooned over the stoned

and Suzanna Son in “Red Rocket.” Young ‘90s audiences swooned over the stoned
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